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Third space is the interface between urban 
environment and digital space that could 
simultaneously improve quality of life and 
urban development at the same time. 

The idea is to visualize individual data that 
sharing through internet by create new 
platform which can access by AR or VR 
system. The sharing data will be overlay on 
top of the simplify form of urban space which 
any individual who access in project platform 
can select their own interest to focus on. With 
that individual have equal chance to acquire 
or share things on platform that might be 
useful to other people without any payment. 

Furthermore, the real time sharing 
information in Third space have possibility to 
lift up the understanding of urban movement 
by combining the physical space and virtual 
data together which might lead to the new 
direction in urban strategy in the future.

Third space project is the interface between urban environment and digital space that could simultaneously improve quality of life and urban development at the same time. 
The idea is to visualize individual data that sharing through internet by create new platform that can access by AR or VR system. The sharing data will be overlay on top of the simplify form of urban space which any individual who access in project platform can select their own interest to focus on. Also individual have equal chance to acquire or share things on platform that might be useful to other people without any payment. 

Furthermore, the real time sharing information in Third space have possibility to lift up the understanding of urban movement by combining the physical space and virtual data together which might lead to the new direction in urban strategy in the future.
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Third space project is the interface between urban environment and digital space that could simultaneously improve quality of life and urban development at the same time. 
The idea is to visualize individual data that sharing through internet by create new platform that can access by AR or VR system. The sharing data will be overlay on top of the simplify form of urban space which any individual who access in project platform can select their own interest to focus on. Also individual have equal chance to acquire or share things on platform that might be useful to other people without any payment. 

Furthermore, the real time sharing information in Third space have possibility to lift up the understanding of urban movement by combining the physical space and virtual data together which might lead to the new direction in urban strategy in the future.
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